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Mrs. KODIKARA (Philippines) noted that the work of UNIDO vas progressing 

satisfactorily, despite its limited budget. The new organization should concentrate 

on improving and expanding existing services before embarking on new activities, and 

its principal task in the early stages would be the co-ordination of United Nations 

activities in the field of industrial development. 

Because industrial development was a complex process involving a wide variety 

of economic sectors and necessitating careful planning, programming, evaluation and 

implementation, great care must be taken in establishing priorities for the 

development of industries and related services. UNIDO might concentrate on the 

manufacturing and mining industries, and on such service activities as programming, 

evaluation, implementation, location of industry, regional development, land 

utilization and administrative decentralization. All those spheres of activity 

would require local experts, as well as experts provided by the new organization. 

It was important to take the particular economic, social and historical conditions 

of each country fully into account. 

In view of the advantages of sub-regional specialization, UNIDO might wish to 

give priority to industries which would complement and support existing industries. 

Import-substitution and export industries could be located in growth areas where 

the subsequent establishment of industrial complexes would be possible. The 

optimum location and number of such growth areas must be carefully determined in 

each country, taking into account the dangers of over-centralization on the one 

hand and over-dispersion on the other. Industrial development in such areas must 

be carefully planned, so that economies of scale and of transport could be effected. 

In that connexion, there must be close co-operation between UNIDO and the Commission 

for Social Development in such fields as urban construction, population settlement 

and resettlement, and local government. 

In its industrial development programme for I967-I97O, the Philippine 

Government was endeavouring to stimulate investment in certain priority projects, 

especially in mining and manufacturing. The programme had three basic objectives: 

to encourage the development of the metallurgical, chemical and other basic 
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Mrs. KODIKARA (Philippines) noted that the work of UNIDO vas progressing 

satisfactorily, despite its limited budget.    The new organization should concentrate 

on improving arid expanding existing services before embarking on new activities, and 

its principal task in the early stages would be the co-ordination of United Nations 

activities in the field of industrial development. 

Because industrial development was a complex process involving a wide variety 

of economic sectors and necessitating careful planning, programming, evaluation and 

implementation, great care must be taken in establishing priorities for the 

development of industries and related services.   UNIDO might concentrate on the 

manufacturing and mining industries, and on such service activities as programming, 

evaluation, implementation, location of industry, regional development, land 

utilization and administrative decentralization.    All those spheres of activity 

would require local experts, as well as experts provided by the new organization. 

It was important to take the particular economic, social and historical conditions 

of each country fully inte account. 

In view of the advantages of sub-regional specialization, UNIDO might wish to 

give priority to industries which would complement and support existing industries. 

Import-substitution and export industries could be located in growth areas where 

the subsequent establishment of industrial complexes would be possible.    The 

optimum location and number of such growth areas must be carefully determined in 

each country, taking into account the dangers of over-centralizatior  on the one 

hand and over-dispersion on the other.    Industrial developnent in such areas must 

be carefully planned, so that economies of scale and of transport could be effected. 

In that connexion, there must be close co-operation between UNIDO and the Commission 

for Social Development in such fields as urban construction, population settlement 

and resettlement, and local government. 

In its industrial development programme for I967-I97O, the Philippine 

Government was endeavouring to stimulate investment in certain priority projects, 

especially in mining and manufacturing.    The programme had three basic objectives: 

to encourage the development of the metallurgical, chemical and other basic 
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industries;  to help to achieve sufficient agricultural production and reduce the 

amount of imported food-stuffs;  and to uevelop industries producing basic 

commodities,  such as wood, paper and copper products.    The Government also attached 

importance to the food-processing,  petroleum and mining industries. 

In drawing up its work programme, UNIDO might wish to take account of a number 

of industrial projects which had been proposed and approved by the Asian Industrial 

Development Council and which were of particular interest to Asian countries.    The 

Board might wish to give priority to industries with a high income yield per unit 

cost, so that the process of industrialization could be hastened and the objective 

of self-sustaining growth subsequently achieved.    The Board, could also assess how 

industrialization fitted into the over-all concept of the United Nations Development 

Decade, and perhaps set its own development targets; such targets might, for 

example,  envisage an annual rate of growth of between T and 9 per cent in the 

manufacturing sector and give greater emphasis to manufacturing than to agricultur«. 

Mr. Bradley (Argentina). Vice-President, took the Chair. 

Mr. KAMIL (Indonesia)  said the developing countries were confident that 

UNIDO would play an important role in helpirc them to accelerate their industrial 

development and thus narrow the gap between them and the industrialized countries. 

All members seemed to recognize the importance of the board's first session as the 

forum in which the groundwork for the sound development of the organization would 

be laid.    Accordingly, the most important task at xhe current session wruld be to 

ensure that the structure and personnel of UNIDO were equal to the demands which 

would be made of them.   Much valuable documentation had been prepared for the 

consideration of the Board, which should not, however, devote too much of its 

limited time to an extensive study and evaluation of the documents; rather, they 

should be treated as additional sources of information to be used in formulating 

directives to the Executive Director for the implementation of the Board's policies. 

Those policies, as reflected in UNIDO's programme of operational activities, should 

serve directly to accelerate the process of industrialization, with particular 

«nphasis on the manufacturing sector, as stated in General Assembly 

/ 
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resolution 2152 (XXl).    In that connexion, he agreed with those speakers who had 

bliccsed the need for a pragmatic, action-oriented approach. 

The documentation shoved that a great many studies were being carried out with 

regard to activities and operations which UNIDO hoped eventually to undertake. 

While long-term projections might in principle be of value, he thbughr that for the 

time being the Board should not endorse projects covering othei  than short-tern 

requirements; for the structure of the organization vas in its foraative stage, any 

policies and directives decided on by the Board had yet to be accepted by the 

membership as a who?e, and it was not known with certainty what funds would be 

available for the activities of UNIDO. 

The Board should direct the secretariat to ascertain the priority requirements 

of Member States, especially developing countries, and then to draw up a short list 

of the most urgent projects to be included in a programme of work.    In view of the 

organization's limited financial and manpower resources, its activities should for 

the time being be concentrated on a limited number of operations most needed by the 

great majority of Members.    Cince Indonesia was situated in a region where 

agriculture and mining were important, his delegation naturally considered it 

appropriate that a prominent place on the list should be given to industrial 

development related to those activities, including the production of manufactured 

goods both for export and for local consumption, as a means of saving foreign 

exchange for the importation of machinery and other items needed for industrial 
development. 

Another matter to which immediate attention should be directed waa 

decentralization.    The Board might wish to request the Executive Director to make a 

study of the subject and report to it at the next seaaion.    The study should cover 

the establishment of regional   offices for industrial planning, programing and 

services connected with the promotion aod acceleration of regional development, 

along the lines of the Asian Industrial Development Council; local consulting 

bureaux which could draw upon the regional offices for information, advice and 

services to be applied at the national or local level could be set up later. 

Personnel of the Programme of Special Industrial Services should be attached to the 

regional offices.    The SIS Programme performed a vital function in the developing 
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countries by helping them to carry out crash programmes and cope with emergencies, 

and he hoped that it would not te encumbered by red tape, 

UNIDO would have the task of co-ordinating the activities of existing United 

Nations bodies which had their own rules, policies and procedures.    The Board should 

ive the Executive Director guidelines for the fulfilment of that task; perhap* he 

cculd be requested, in consultation with the heads of the bodies concerned, to 

prepare n working paper on the subject. 

In conclusion he hoped that, in the recruitment of staff, the Executive 

' -i rector would bear in mind the question of regional representation. 

Mr. Tell  (Jordan)  resumed the Chair. 

Mr. KHANACHET (Kuwait) observed that industrialization was not an end in 

itself but a means of achieving social objectives.    Each country must therefore 

make its own decision on priorità, taking into account its particular social and 

economic conditions, but  emphasis should be laid on promoting export-oriented 

industries,  which would enable developing countries to earn the foreign exchange 

they needed to purchase capital goods and become less dependent on foreign aid. 

Although developing countries wished to increase the volume of their exports, 

the adverse terms of trade which they encountered undermined the stability of their 

economies and jeopardized their development planning.    The Joint efforts of UNIDO 

ard UNCTAD would be needed to increase and stabilize the export earnings of 

developing countries and maintain acceptable prices for manufactured goodB in 

relation to those of primary products. 
The establishment of UNIDO demonstrated not only the international community's 

recognition of the importance of industrial  development but also its  desire to make 

a more vigorous contribution to solving the complex problems of industrialization. 

The Ruo'i'ss of the new organization would deüend on four major factors,     its  degree 

r.r  INxiMlity within  the limite of available resources,   co-ordination of its work 

with  thit   of other United Nations bodies,  the amount of aid furnished by the 

i.'veloped  countries in   the fora of technical  assistance and knov-hov or in financial 

- r.tflt.'ut.ionr,,  and the use which developing  countries made of the assistance they 

r-V'ivM   from  the new organization. 
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While the programme  to be drawn up  for the rest of 1^7 and   for   I9b8 should 

be action-oriented,   it snould also tan    -iccount of the  recommendations mad«  by 

the three regional  symposia and by the Arab States,  and should be sufficiently 

flexible to allow tne  incorporation of any ree orane ndat ions made by the forthcoming 

International Symposium on Industrial Development.    The particular economic and 

social conditions of each country must be taken into account in formulating 

projects, although countries with similar problems could be covered by regional 

programes.    The problems facing the organisation could be divided broadly into 

eight categories:    the survey and assessment of natural resources;  the establishment 

of industrial investment priorities compatible with over-all development priorities; 

manpower training,  productivity and applied research;  the transfer of modern 

technology; patents;  technical and economic feaaibility studies;  the establishment 

of appropriate institutions for the promotion of industrial activities,  particularly 

in the field of marketing;  and  financial and capital requirements.     In its 

activities in those fields, UNIDO would have to co-operate closely with such 

bodies as UNDP,  UNCTAD and the World  Bank Group. 

Regional co-operation was a powerful means of stimulating induptrial 

production, expanding the market and creating economies of scale.     The Arab 

countries were endeavouring to broaden the markets for their agricultural and 

industrial products by increased specialization and co-operation.     However,  their 

efforts to establish an Arab common market must not be seen as a lack cf interest 

in world markets;   for it was only if they gained free aocees to world markets 

without trade barriers that they could emerge as  industrial countries.    Seminars 

on capital investment guarantee and on fertilizers and petrochemicals were to be 

held in Kuwait during 19¿7,  and the recommendations of the seminars and of the 

1966 Symposium of Arab States would be submitted to the International Symposium 

at Athens. 

Mr.  AMAMICKEV (Union of Soviet  Socialist  Republics) said  that the Soviet 

Union had accumulated considerable experience  in the  field of industrialization, 

which  it was ready to share with all  countries  striving t    attain economic 

Independence.     The  governmenta  of many developing countries  had made 

industrialization a key-ston,.-   ^f their economic  policy,  and -ver TO per cent of 

Soviet aid to those countries was devoted to industrial projects.     With the 

assistance of the  Soviet Union,   over 6GO Industrial  ani other projects were under 
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construction  in the countries  of Asia and Africa,  and SCO of them were already 

operating-     His  country war nlr,o giving  industrial assistance to the developing 

countries through the United  Nations,  and  it  therefore attached great importance to 

the  future  programme  of work of UNIDO. 

That programme muet have a clearly defined purpose:    to solve the key problems 

of industrialization, while maintaining a proper balance between operational and 

research a-tivitira.     His  delegation agreed with the  Executive  Director that UNIDO 

should not engage in abstract or technical studies or enter into competition with 

the many national bodies active in that area.     Rather,  its research work should 

serve as a guide   for trie operational activities of the organization.    Those 

activities,   in turn,   should  combine a practical approach to individual projects and 

a solution of the key over-all problems of accelerated industrialization. 

Accelerated   industrialization was possible only with the most active 

participation of the Otate  in the economic  life of a country.     That was no mere 

theoretical conception.     Even in the developed capitalist countries,  the State had 

assumed a primary  role  in stimulating production.     In a number of developing 

countries,   the   increased role of the State  in production and distribution was 

becoming the trnin  factor  in economic development.     Only the  State could withstand 

the possible negative effects of foreign capital. 

The experience of the  Soviet Union had made it abundantly clear that the State 

vas in the  best position to  promote accelerated industrialization.     In fifty years 

the industrial  output of the Soviet Union hr.d  grown by leaps and bounds,  and Soviet 

industry now produced almost one  fifth of the world's output.     Rapid 

Industrialization had alno been achieved in other socialist countries and in a 

number of developing countries where the State sector accounted for a large 

proportion of the economy,    vmw should therefore do all it could to promote the 

State sector in developing countries,  so that  industrialization might be effected 

as rapidly as possible for the benefit of the nation as a whole.     It should also 

assist in the creation of State agencies  for Industrial technology, production and 

planning. 
Natifn.il   sarcos  of  financing were crucial  to  industrialization.     The  volume of 

Stat-  fund-  alL.-cat'Hl  to  industry war  increasing  ir, many developing countries,  and 

ir.  :• v.r     n.r.-   it   an...unt»d   t     trior-  than on"   half of total  investments.     The 

y wi.-,; ¡rv    • -ut.t-ri^.-  had  taken a-Mon  t'   mobilize domestic   financing  for 

/ 
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industrialization by encouraging light  industry and export industries and through 

other measureB.     However,   the domestic  resources uf those countries were not yet 

sufficient to ensure the accelerated rise  in production which was  needed.    Tie 

difficulties were particularly great at the  initial stage of industrialization and 

in the transition to large-scale industry.     Because of the general shortage of 

funds, particularly foreign currency,  the developing countries were forced to seek 

additional resources  in the form of foreign capital,  both public and private. 

However, experience showed that external assistance could speed development only if 

it was geared to national development plans,  and it must net be tied to political 

conditions detrimental to the econoiry or the sovereignty and national dignity of the 

recipient country. 

UNIDO should help the developing countries to set ur machinery to mobilize 

domestic resources  for industrialization,  but neither the necessary level of 

accumulation nor industrialization itself could be attained without radical social 

and economic reforms.    Moreover,  the widest possible use must be made of the 

deve, oping countries'  own natural resources. 

Although many developing coun-.ries,   inspired by the example of the socialist 

countries, had turned to 3tate plaming as a means of promoting economic development, 

the work of various United Nations bodies in the field of planning left much to be 

desired.    In a number of cases,  i- was proposed that so-called "indicative" or 

"recommendatory" planning rather *.nan directive planning, should be applied. 

However,  indicative planning coulc not lead to satisfactory plan fulfilment, because 

of the gap between forecasting on<! inclement at ion.    UNIDO should intensify its work 

in that sphere,  particularly with regard to plan implementation.     Indicative 

planning was also incapable of bringing about genuine social and economic reforms, 

since it was designed merely to corree   and regulate the spontaneous processes of 

development. 

It wa:3 important to achieve % prober balance amonp; the various branches of 

industry.    failure to maintain euer, a  >alance could give rise to complex economic 

problems and eould even nullify the ad/anta^ee of industrialization.    Soviet 

planning agencies and scientific an¿ research organizations were ready to 

communicate their experience to specialists from the developing countries, by 

seconding their own specialists through the Lnited Nations and by holding seminare 

on various aspects of planning. 
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The developing  countries  differed widely  in geography,   natural  resources, 

population and level of economic  development.     It was  important,  therefore,  that 

,a,h ,«ountry should develop the vario«  branches of industry in the sequence most 

appropriate to  it.  circumstance,  and that meant, amone other things,  that the proper 

balance should be achieved between heavy and light industry.     UNIDO devoted 

considerable attention to light industry,  as was understandable,  since light 

industry, while not requiring large-scale  capital investment, helped to replenish 

domestic resources,   increase employment,  attract individual savings,  expand the 

domestic market and increase the output of various deficit goods.    The importance 

of light industry in the initial stages of development was  largely the result of 

the difficulties  inherent in the transition from a colonial economy to an 

independent national economy.    A, a  factor in industrialization light industry was, 

of course,  transitional and must be subordinated to heavy industry.    A proper 

cessment of the role of light industry  in the industrialization of the developing 

,.r,,ptr1*R was  important for the  future work of UNIDO. 

The development of heavy industry and manufacturing industry deserved most 

serious attention and must not be lost  sight of among the  numerous  industrial 

projects being carried on by the United  Nations.    At present,  sixty-five of those 

projects concerned  light Industry and only forty-nine  related to manufacturing 

industry; yet one  part of UNIDO«s task,  as set forth in General Assembly 

^solution 21*?  (XXI), va. to promote  the  industrialization of the developing 

countries,  with particular emphasis on the manufacturing sector.     There was,   of 

Curse,  no single answer to the question which branch of industry should be developed 

first  in a given country. 
The  industrialization of the developing countries  should be based on the use 

„   the k«t,et achievements r.f science and technology.     Those countries  should use 

«...   ,vp,ri..nce .accumulated   in the  industrially advanced countries to hasten their 

.«,.   lndu,trialw.ati   n.     Tho «rany seminars tnd symposia planned by UNIDO would be 

..r,   U.-.-1UI   in  trat   respe-t,   and  the  exchange of scientific and technical 

i,;C ,r. ,i i, i.   :;n   aid   a!:,;   be   stepped   up. 

ru      f th.-  u-iin   A>sl-'Los  to   industrialization was  the acute  shortage  of 

...I..-..-1    .„ire«,   in   tn.    j,.vel^pin{: countries.    UNIDO should give  special attention 

' "v..   .,-.i,.i„.     :•  :-pr-Hlists at  the   intendiate level,    who were in particularly 

,      _. , ,     lt.   » .,     i( v-iopin,-   gantries.     The shortage  of cadres was aggravated 
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by the "brain drain".    Most developing countries were still very dependent nn 

foreign aid in the training of cadres.    The  processes of creating a national 

industry and training cadres went on simultaneously,  but it took longer to train 

workers than to build an industrial enterprise.    UNIDO could help by giving special 

attention to the training of managerial personnel,  the exchange of experience in 

the latest scientific and technological advances,  and the use of computers. 

It would not be enough for LINUX) merely to continue the work of the Centre 

for Industrial Development and to hold more symposia.    For a number of reasons,  the 

Centre had failed effectively to co-ordinate the activities of the many United 

Nations bodies involved with industrial development.    It was for UNIDO to co-ordinate 

and evaluate all such activities and to see that the available resources were 

properly used.    His delegation welcomed the decision,  taken at the last meeting of 

Executive Secretaries of the regional economic commissions,  that close  links should 

be established between UNIDO,  the regional commissi >:.3 and appropriate specialized 

agencies on the basis of specific industrial projects.    That was a good way of 

gearing the activities of UNIDO to the real needs of the developing countries. 

UNDP should also give increased attention to industrial projects. 

The best guarantee of UNIDO's success was its universality.     Participation in 

its activities should therefore be op^n to all States which subscribed to its 

purposes and principle- and wished to acquire or share experience in tackling the 

most important problem of the age, namely,  accelerated economic development. 

Mr. WARSAMA (Somalia) said that the first session of the Board was most 

important,  since it would establish the guidelines for the whole future activities 

Of UNIDO.    The new organization must involve itself in every aspect of industrial 

development.    The vicious circle of poverty was not unbreakable,  and some developing 

countries were already overcoming the obstacles to growth. 

The use of capital equipment in the poorer countries to produce goods and 

services  for the domestic market was inhibited by the small Rize of the market or, 

in other words,  by the lack of domestic purchasing power.     It was difficult for a 

new industry to create its own demand.    Simultaneous investment  in a wide range of 

industries would have better prospects of success.    UNIDO should therefore help 

Governments to set up many-sided,  complementary projects, where  feasible. 
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It  should help in establishing institutions  fur the gui lance and servicing of 

industry,   ar.d undertake  country studies  designed to give Governments of developing 

countries a unified presentation of developments in  uhe industrial sector.     It 

should set up machinery to establish direct contact with the authorities of the 

developing countries and the regional économie   e unissions,   as well as the 

industrialized  countries.     The Programme of Speda.  Tnduatrial Services was indeed 

valuable in providing direct and prompt assistance to Goverrjnents. 

The Governments of many developing countries wore forced to subsidize certain 

industries in the private sector and to operate others directly at a loss,  in the 

hope that they might later be able to turn them over tc private ownership when the 

main obstacles had been overcome.     In the less advanced of the developing countiiea, 

UNIDC would have to provide managerial and administrative,   as well as financial, 

assistance  for industrial  projects.     Symposia,   seminars and workshops could be used 

to provide technical assistance  in that  field. 
The Importance of printing export-oriented  Industries 1n the developing 

countries was widely recognized,   and the activities  of UHCTAD in that  sector were 

already appreciable.     In order to achieve maximum benefit,   however,  the definition 

of those industries must  include import-substitution  industrier,   which should be 

given special attention.     Intimately connected with that objective was the 

identification of individual investment opportunities.    UNIDO should help developing 

countries which could not afford to operate investment promotion centres to attract 

marital and know-how.     In  other words,   it should bring investment opportunities 

to the attention of prospective  foreign investors.     Such promotion services would 

to extremely helpful to countries   like  his own.     For instance,   considerable 

dtp..'Sits of iron ore had boon discovered in Somalia as a result of United Nation* 

asni-.tanoc,   but Somalia had    either the capital nor the technical knov-hev to 

ovpictt those   resource:   HIIDO c. uld help by  bringing them to the  notice of 

I i\-r.peot ivo   i nvesti •]•:;. 
A  complete <!• rrturu   from the traditional pattern of  foreign  investment was 

.  *   -Li   rrcr-:.t    <' rcxouMe.     In the  past,   such investment  had often constituted 

lv ,..       lMi::t     '• U..,   chanced '•redit.r e-on-my,   to vh.se needs it  had catered; 

:•   ».,   . .hi:.-   ;.    p:.:;:-te   th«.- o-c   :„ir.l »  deve i. i ment of debtor  countries.     In 

:   -,. .        ,•  ,-, •:.,.. invent   rs   bui  • i^m'uì mostly  in extractive imuscnes, 
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meeting the needs of the industrial creditor countries for cheap food-stuffs and 

rav material«. 

In order to attain its objectives,  UNIDO must establish close co-operation 

with the specialized agencies and other bodies concerned with industrial development, 

particularly UNCTAD,  UNDP and the ILO.    At the san» time,  it should not lose sight 

of its responsibility for co-ordinating industrial activities throughout the 

United Nations system.    The Executive Director could perhaps report to the Board 

at its next cession on the progress made in that respect. 

Mr« reRNANDINI (Peru) said that,  in the view of his delegation, the 

success of UNIDO wou-Ld depend largely on the work of the first session of the 

Board.    He therefore hoped that the Board would formulate precise principles which 

would constitute a firm foundation for the future work of the Organization. 

There seemed to be some difference of opinion as to whether item 6 referred 

only to the biennium 1967-1966 or to an indeilnite period.    His delegation 

believed that the Board ¿hould formulate piiaeiples which would have  continuing 

validity. 

As the work oí UNI1X3 in promoting industrial development would supplement the 

plans of each country,  the organization should,  first and foremost, be in a 

position to evaluate the industrial development plans and programmes and the 

industrial potential of any country seeking its assistance.    Guch an evaluation, 

made Jointly by UNIDO and by experts of the country concerned,   could do much to 

accelerate the implementation of national deve_opment plans.    The Executive 

Director could perhaps set up teams of specialists and work out a programme with a 

view to making an evaluation in all the developing countrieo.    As that would be a 

research project,  it could be financed from tte regular budget of the United 

Nations.    If it was given priority,   funds now being used for studies which seemed 

less essential could be diverted to it.    At the same time, a progranane designed 

to identify Industrial development priorities could be cerried out in 

co-operation with the authorities and specialists   jf the countries requesting it. 

The fundamental purpose of the developing countries in calling for the 

establishment of UNIDO had teen to defend tteir independence;   fur as  long as  a 

country could not use  Its natural resources  and raw materials to the benefit  of 

Its own people,   its  independence could not  be called complete.     For that reason, 
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h, .   ,. ],>  .lMtr.   r  |'.  thi*   the  i:. r.t   .vr,.nf   * ask rf UNITO win   that   se-,  forth in 

r- ,„,V.   An-wm;^   res -luti.n     1'    (XXI ),   sedier:  II,   paragraph ?   (a)   (viii). 

A„,  :..lrvli',   in   formulatine;   it:. vorU   mrrme,   UIiTDJ  chou Id give  preference to 

:Uivitil, which ,-uid   rr.rvte  ' ho     xrl" nation and  efficient  use  of natural 

rc!!,j;.,,Pi   industrial   me  -ater-iln.   ty-rr.ducts  and new products  of developing 

n ,.,„.•*. I.-  rip n t   irt-nd tc discontinue exportinf their mineral e-.ur.t :-i-.'3.      J-"   e"  '-   une. I-•-   ui. << 
and »^cultural pr .lu-Mr,   bat  they   fe.H   'hnt a  «rtain proportion should te 

mtiinri   ter  the benefit  d   lucnl   i r. luf-t r ie R. 

o:,o   of  the  Beard's  t^kr, at  icn   first   nessi'n vac  to work out a programme of 

  ierV!r,n with the  specialize* ponces,   including  FAO.     He otserved in that 

^nnexinr.  rh.,t,  while tnany  r.peak,rr   had  mentirei the  importance  of agriculture in 

ehe  -ar,ndc   levebpncn'   • !   devel..rii.r  countries,   the  purpose of UfUDO was,   after 

•ili,   t..   prenoto  ledila >l"ì   devel-.rr.ent,   and it could  n.»t give  too much of  its 

attudi -r.  t<-   trollet^  afív-'.-tir.fí ofrU-ultuxc exclusively. 

With  repai-1  t.   the   t.---. 1   f ' r deeent-alisation,   there would  naturally he  a 

t   -i,.,,.-  an."nr  rrrs-.i nel ^   i;mT/   headquarters t     be-ome  involved  in studies:  yet 

-,  ... c-  ",-•,  -11-   f.---. i-d  ''it  the er.iha-is  should le  . n operational activities.     His 

d-.u-.tler   tt^rolor-  ¡eli. -ad  thit   ja-t.     f tie  st a: Í   sir uld be  pertinently 

rl~.MiT*'x  i«.  -uri-.   A-,1-,  -ud laMr. ..:-rlr-af '/here   11 ey  er uld  familiarize themsalves 

j-i'.r: local   i.T.tu^o".   cu.t   rs -ad   r-:i ji r-mer t«,   ina  they should  re ready  to go from 

,..,.• country  t,-   anrth-:- -It hin tho.-   nßhr.s,  an Mieir servi cea were needed. 

¡la   ..fi -..'tivene..-     f  ¡.i:n^ w uld  h-  enhanced  if  provision was made  for 

• il    Mty   in  Un  - r.i'iv  r.idp-t,   A.    tha». the Vxe-utive Director e-uld transfer 

••.- m or.c   r.cti.'1-y   1   •  ar.oth.-r  v   r.ee-i-.-.i or   'uM  apply  to urgent  projects the 

r -  --hi oh w-ud  le   f>ali;aì when,  corta! n activities were discontinued  and which 

„  .ihervise Blr.riy   r-vv t   t.    the    IrJ t-1 tlati-t*   budget  in general. 

,V   ur.'irni W(Ui.d u-  able   t- nconfl'sh nothing   .miens it had the requisite  funds, 

M„.   th,   ,      uill  fxrr*s<»«-d >y  tre indu.« trial i zed countries would be 

fJ 
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.,.,,.     u,   ,_;J¡t,.ntlv..' na.-hli.« r->.   Me  P. ard   -hi.uld have a permanent 
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